
CLP Podcast# 480 12-7-21 "Check raising as the preflop raiser and safety with 
Money" 
 
Intro  
 

• Baby story and emergency C section- 

• No call-in show on 12/13/20  

• Individual Health Care Discussion  

• Houston Texas controversy and Texas Clubs  

• Double board response question   

• Image in restrictive cap games at 18:31 -- Restricted Image call-in 
 

When should we check raise as the preflop raiser? 19:08 
 

A. Important note is that the higher level that you play the more players are going to 
understand how textures interact with your preflop opening ranges and 
configuration.  

 
B. The smaller stakes or more recreational the game the harder it is going to be to 

simply move players off of hands that remain top pair such as on a board of AKx  
 

1. Large hands that unblock top pair such as bottom and middle set and overpiars  
  

• Want to do this on boards that might contain a single high card like K72, Q54. 
KQx QJx can be a bit tricky if players are playing a lot of offsuit broadways. 
Can also expand to top set on very draw heavy board where action is 
expected.  

 
2. Huge draws that have massive amounts of equity both headsup or multiway, and 

the more dynamic the better.  
 

• Raise 9Tdd from MP1 CO and btn call. Flop comes out 7d 8d 2c. This hand 
can be barreled but also could be check raised. Watch you preflop position 
when making a play like this aware player know that they have a nut 
advantage  

 
3. Weaker draws that are checked multiway that can be squeezed when you pick 

up on weak sizing and flat callers  
 

• A5hh on Qh 9c 4h from up front. After checking multiway someone in MP bets 
small and gets several callers you decide to check raise.  

 
4. Extreme multi-bet preflop scenarios leading to small SPR post flop spots. 

• MP opens CO 3! and we 4! with AA, CO calls leaving 1 SPR. Board comes 
out 922r. Instead of betting we check raise all-in allowing out opponent to 
commit themselves.  

https://crushlivepoker.com/podcasts/image-and-spr-of-restricted-buy-in-games


 

The mechanics of bringing money to the casino (Eddie and Heith) 
35:30 
 

• Transport chips back and forth and not cash  

• Boxes and electronic players banks (highly recommended)  

• Bring some cash back with you (Bobby Hoff) 

• Maybe markers  

• Banking CTRs Etc.. 

• Home hide cash vs a safe (not many home break-ins nowadays Vegas pool 
story)  

 

Neeme Dbl board Holde'm Bomb Hand 49:00 
https://youtu.be/1oRC7w4CFiI?t=770 

 
Neeme hold Qd Jc in HJ. Gets checked to him, he bets, CO calls, folds to UTG who 
jams, Neeme calls, CO calls.   
 
TOP: Qs Jh 7h 
BOT: 4d 3h 2c  
 
EP raiser has QQ and guy in CO is 52hh.  
 
 
 
 
 

https://youtu.be/1oRC7w4CFiI?t=770

